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Literally. Jewish women count
neither towards a minyan, the
quorum of ten necessary for kad-
dish and kedusha to be recited,
nor for "mezuman," the minimum
of three persons required to enable
the first part of grace after meals
to be said antiphonally.

The former disability is more
serious than the latter. The slur,
the insult is public. Three women
in the synagogue at a week-day
morning service could complement
seven men who are present, and
so form a minyan, but the women
do not count. And this probably
deprives three men, as well as the
three women, of the chance of
saying kaddish betzibbur, with a
congregation.

No doubt this is a hardship
only for "traditionalist" United
Synagogue-type Jews in smaller
congregations. A big shul
(usually of a thousand families at
least) will be able to provide at
least one minyan every day
throughout the year. Progressive
Jews aren't that worried about a
minyan, and Orthodox Jews
dawen congregationally every
day, so there is never any minyan
problem, and hence never any kad-
dish problem.

For the traditionalist Jew in a
congregation of a few hundred
families only, however, the disap-
pointment, to use no stronger a
term, at not being able to say kad-
dish during his period of mourn-
ing or on his yahrzeit, is acute. It
is wrong of him, no doubt, to be
simply a "kaddish sayer," and per-
haps there is more of superstition
than true religion in his .feeling
that he is impelled to say kaddish
"properly."

It remains sad that when a man
does make the effort to attend an
early morning service over a
period of eleven months with the
intention of paying his last respects
to a deceased parent he cannot be
sure of being able to do so. It is
sadder that his wife or sister or
mother or daughter, who can help
him to make up a minyan, are not
allowed to do so.

Incidentally, I have never heard
of a woman saying kaddish betzib-
bur, but I do not know if there is
any halachic objection to her doing
so if ten males are present. It
would be unseemly for a man to
make the responses to a woman
which it is his duty to make to a
male mourner saying kaddish, but
presumably there is no reason why
another woman should not be able
to pronounce them.
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'No amount of eshet chayilling can
obscure the inferior status of women in
both Orthodox and traditionalist Judaism7
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Women don't count

An eshet chayil ceremony at Barnet Synagogue. Has it really any meaning?

There may be a parallel here
with the obligation (?) on a woman
to recite in the synagogue birkat
hagomel, - the blessing made on
escaping from danger or on re-
covering from serious illness (Rev
I. Binstock in Hatzvi, no 10, Adar
I, 5738, p 36).

Segregation of the sexes during
worship could and should be main-
tained. Of the burdens imposed by
Orthodox Judaism on its adherents,
that of men being separated from
women during religious services is
one that can be endured with un-
ruffled equanimity—segregation on
non-religious occasions is another
matter.

The standard justification for
denying women equality with men
in the formation of a minyan is
the talmudic ruling (Kiddushin
1: 7) that "women are exempt from
all duties for which a time is set."

Gerald Abrahams, in his The
Jewish Mind (Constable 1961, p
287), comments: "The distinction
is a hard one and it is not clear
why women pray."

He dismisses the ruling as a
"rationalisation," but goes on to
give what he says is a legally
relevant doctrine (Mr Abrahams
is a lawyer): " . . . in the interpre-
tation of the Bible, what positive
obligation is laid down in the
masculine does not bind the femin-
ine.

"Unlike the British Statute of
Interpretations the Jewish rule is
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that (except where the context
determines otherwise) masculine
does not include feminine. That
rule, qualified by the postulate
that the prohibitions—Thou shalt
not—do bind women (so that they
must keep—ie not break—the Sab-
bath), affords an explanation of the
exoneration of Jewish females
from many duties (such as the
laying of tefilin) stated in the
masculine. That these were never
extended to the female is consis-
tent with her inferiority of status."

There lies the rub. No amount
of eshet chayilling can obscure
the inferior status of women in
both Orthodox and traditionalist
Judaism, of which the most glaring,
though admittedly not the most
hurtful example, is that she cannot
"stand up and be counted;" she is
simply "not there." (The hardships
suffered by women in non-progres-
sive synagogues in the matrimonial
field particularly are too well-
known to need recapitulation.)
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Many women in the traditionalist
camp find no difficulty in coming
to terms with their lack of quorate
status, just as, in the political
sphere, many women were not
worried by their lack of the vote
before receiving full equality of
suffrage in 1928. They have hus-
bands or male relatives who say
kaddish for them. If they haven't
they say kaddish themselves at
home.

Those Jewish women who do feel
they ought to have the same rights
as men to say kaddish with a
minyan and to make up a minyan
can do little more, if they or their
husbands are members of tradition-
alist synagogues, than protest.
Orthodox women will not want to
protest. The halacha is there and
cannot be questioned or, indeed
criticised.

In any case, protests will be un-
availing. The United Synagogue
does not insist on its members
conforming with halacha, but can-
not deviate from halacha in the
performance of its acts of worship,
whether the congregations at those
acts number several hundreds on
Yom Kippur or less than ten on a
wintry week-day morning.

Hence the traditionalist Jewish
woman must continue to say kad-
dish an her own or by male proxy.
She has no remedy, not even that of
joining a progressive congrega-
tion.

Such a congregation will not
have a daily minyan, so the woman
who would want to say kaddish
betzibbur during a period of
mourning or on her yahrzeit will
not be able to do so.
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